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Introduction. Let G be a reductive group acting on a protective
variety M c P(V). Mumford raised the question of associating a canoni-
cal parabolic subgroup P(m) of G to any nonsemistable point meM ([9,
p. 64]). This would have the interesting consequence that if the action
of G as well as the point ra are rational over a perfect field, then P(m)
would (by Galois descent) be rational. Recently this problem was solved
in the affirmative by Kempf [7] and Rousseau [16].
Besides, one can also associate to m, a conjugacy class of 1-parameter
subgroups (1-PS's) in P(ra). Let A, be a 1-PS in this class and let V =
0 i e z 7 i be the decomposition of V where V, is the space of weight vec-
tors of weight i for X. Let m = ra0 + m1 with 0 =£ m0 e Vj and m1e
&i>jVi. Then we show by a refinement of Kempf's arguments that
P(m0) — P(m) (Proposition 1.9). Moreover for the natural action of PjU
on Vjt where U is the unipotent radical of P, m0 becomes semistable
after the polarisation is replaced by a multiple and the action of P/U
is twisted by a dominant character (Proposition 1.12).
In Section 2 we investigate the existence of the instability flag over
non-perfect fields. We prove that if G acts separably (see Definition 2.1)
on M over k and m is a ^-rational nonsemistable point then P(m) is
defined over k (Theorem 2.3).
In Section 3 we apply these results to the study of bundles on pro-
jective nonsingular varieties. If E is a semistable vector bundle on a
protective curve X defined over an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic 0 then it follows from the characterisation of stable bundles in
terms of unitary representation of Fuchsian groups ([10]) that any bundle
associated to E by exension of structure group is also semistable. An
analogous result is also valid for G-bundles, thanks to [14]. An algebraic
proof of this has been given in [5], [8]. We give another algebraic proof
using the existence of parabolic subgroups mentioned above. Our ideas
are close to those in [1].
We will now give an outline of our proof. For simplicity we assume
that X is a curve. A principal G-bundle E-> X is semistable if for any
reduction of structure group to a parabolic subgroup P and any dominant
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character on P the associated line bundle has degree ^ 0 (Definitions 3.7
and 4.7). Let p: G —• G' be a homomorphism and Ef be the G'-bundle
obtained by extension of structure group. A reduction of structure
group of Er to the parabolic subgroup P ' corresponds to a section a of
the fibre bundle E(G'jP') with fibre G'jP' associated to E for the action
of G on G'/Pf through p. Let G' —• GL (V) be a representation giving an
embedding G'lP' c P(V). The line bundle ^ ( - 1 ) on P(V) gives naturally
a line bundle L on E(G'IPr). To prove the semistability of Ef we have
to show that deg o*(L) ^ 0.
Suppose that for some xe X, o(x) is semistable for the action of G
on the fibre E(G'IP')X (determined up to inner conjugation). Any G-
invariant polynomial on V of degree n gives naturally a linear map
cp\ Sn(E(V)) —• £?x. Since o(x) is semistable there exists cp of degree
w > 0, such that q> restricted to a*(L)n, is nonzero. This means that
<7*(L)~n has a nonzero section and hence degtf*(L) ^ 0 (Proposition 3.10).
On the other hand if x0 is the generic point of X and m = a(x0) is
nonsemistable then the instability flag P(m) and a corresponding insta-
bility 1-PS of G are defined over K(X), the function field of X (since
Chai K(X) = 0). This parabolic subgroup being defined generically gives
a reduction of structure group of E to a parabolic subgroup P of G.
Using the notation introduced earlier, in the generic fibre E(V)XQ, the
projection ®i^Vt—>Vif which takes m to m0, gives a nonzero map
<7*(L) -> Lo where Lo is the line subbundle of E(V) corresponding to ra0.
Now m0 is semistable for P/U for a suitable linearisation. Therefore
by the previous case deg (Lo (g) Lr1) ^ 0 where L± is a line bundle associ-
ated to the P-reduction of E through a dominant character. Since E is
semistable, degLx ^ 0. Thus degL0 ^ 0 and hence dego^L^O. This
proves that the associated bundle Ef is semistable (Theorem 3.18).
In characteristic p the above result is false since there exist semi-
stable vector bundles whose Frobenius twist is nonsemistable. We have
given a simple proof for the existence of such vector bundles on any
curve of genus ^ 2 (Proposition 4.4). However the rationality results of
Section 2 and the above argument yield some positive results such as:
(1) If E is a vector bundle on X such that all the Frobenius twists
E{r) are semistable then so are S*(E), A'(E)> etc. (Theorem 3.23).
(2) If E is a vector bundle of rank 2, then S*(E) is semistable for
i^ V - 1 (Theorem 3.21).
We thank the referee for drawing our attention to [20].
1. Instability Flag. In this section k will be an algebraically closed
field and we will be working in the category of fc-schemes of finite type.
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Let M be a projective variety and L an ample line bundle on M.
Let G be a reductive algebraic group acting on M and linearly on L
compatible with its action on M ([9], [11]).
A point m e M is semistable if there is a G-invariant section se
H°(M, Lr), for some r > 0, such that s(m) =£ 0. A semistable point is
quasi-stable if in addition the G-orbit of m is closed in the affine open
subset {xe M\s(x) ^ 0}. If further the isotropy at m is finite, then m
is said to be stable. These definitions are slightly different from those
given in [9], [7] (cf. [11]).
For large r, there exists a G-equivariant embedding of M in P(V)
where V = H°(M, Lr)* with the obvious representation of G.
Let T be a torus of G. Then V can be decomposed uniquely as
V = (&VU where I runs through the character group X*(T) and Vt =
{veV\t-v = l(t)v VteT}. Let meM. Following Kempf [7] define the
state ST(m) of m with respect to T to be the set {le X*(T)\Vt — com-
ponent of m is non-zero}. (When there is no likelihood of confusion we
use the same letter to denote a point of P(V) and any of its lifts in V.)
Let X*(T) be the group of one parameter subgroups (abbreviated:
1-PS) of T, i.e., homomorphisms of the multiplicative group Gm into T.
There is a natural perfect pairing between X*(T) and X*(T). Using
this pairing we think of X*(T) as the dual of X*(T) and for leX*(T)
and Xe X*(T) we denote the value of the pairing by l(X)e Z. We extend
this pairing to X*(T) ® z R.
For xe X*(T) (8) R define fi(mfx) = Inf {l(x)\le ST(m)}. When a? is a
1-PS in G, clearly ft(m, x) depends only on x and not on T and further
[*{gm, gxg'1) — fi(m, x), geG. If we take the projective embedding of
M by Lrs (s > 0) instead of Lr the corresponding fi(m, x) gets multiplied
by 8.
We have the following numerical criterion: m is semistable if and
only if ft(m, x)^0 for every 1-PS x of G ([9, Theorem 2.1, p. 49]. The
ft in this reference is the negative of our ft.).
Let T be a maximal torus of G. We will introduce a scalar product
in X*(T)®R. For doing this we choose a maximal torus To of G and
fix once for all a Weyl group invariant scalar product in X*(T0)®R
which is Q-valued on X*(T0) and which makes the central torus and the
semisimple torus orthogonal (cf. [4, § 2.1, p. 63]). Now To can be con-
jugated onto T by an element of G and the isomorphism To -> T is well
defined up to Weyl group action on To. Therefore the scalar product in
X*(T0)®R determines uniquely one in X^T)®/? . For any 1-PSX of
G we then have a well defined norm ||X||, with ||X||2eQ. Using this
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scalar product we identify X*(T) ® Q with its dual X*
get a scalar product in X*(T) (x) R as well. We use the notation < ,
for these scalar products.
The function ft(m, x) clearly satisfies: [i(m9 ax) = a[t(m, x), V ae R+.
W e define v(m, x) = fi(m, x)/\\x\\.
Let meM be a nonsemistable point of M. Then there is a 1-PSX
with fi(m, X) > 0. Kempf [7] has shown how to find canonically a class
of such a 1-PS's. We will need a complement to his results and in
proving it we shall reprove his result, for completeness.
The following lemma is essentially in [7].
LEMMA 1.1. Let S be a finite nonempty set of linear forms on Rn.
Define, for xeRn, fis(x) = Inf{l(x)\leS}. Then fis(Xx) = ^Mx) for Xe
R+. Let S71'1 c Rn be the unit sphere and Jis the restriction of fts to
Sn~\ Suppose fis(x) > 0 for some xe Rn. Then:
( i ) ps attains its maximum at a unique point a e Sn~\ In fact a
is the only point where fts attains a local maximum with positive value.
(ii) If S' a S is such that /*&(%) = /fsO») f0T every x in some neigh-
bourhood of the maximum a, (e.g., {leS\l(a) = fis(a)} is such an S')f then
fiS' also attains its unique maximum at a.
(iii) If the linear forms in S take values in Q on a lattice F in
Rn with Q-F = Qn c Rn, then X-ae F for some nonzero Xe R. We then
have a unique Xoa, Xo > 0, such that R+-aP[F = {q-Xoa\qe Z+}.
PROOF. ( i ) Let 6 e Sn~l be a point at which ps takes a local maxi-
mum, with fis(b) > 0. Then we have to prove b = a. For I e S we have
l(a) ^ Ma) ^ Mb) and l(b) ^  j«s(6). Therefore if x = ta + (1 - t)b, 0 <
* < 1, then (1) l(x) = tl(a) + (1 - t)l(b) ^  ^5(6). If a ^ 6, then ||g|| < 1
for all t sufficiently small, so that since fis(b) > 0 by assumption, we
have (2) /£5(6)/||a?|| ^ ^5(6). Dividing (1) by ||a?|| and using (2) we have
i(fl5/||o5||) ^ fts(b) which contradicts local maximality at 6.
(ii) Follows immediately from (i).
(iii) By (ii), we may replace S by {leS\l(a) = f*s(a)} without alter-
ing a. Thus we may as well assume that l(a) — (*s{a) for all I e S. Let
V = {x e Rn | l(x)j= V(x) Vl,l'eS}. Then evidently V is defined over Q±
and ae V. If S = {l\V: le S}, then fi§ attains its maximum at a. But S
consists of a single linear form I. In this case, it is clear that a is the
unit vector orthogonal to ker Z, and since < , > is rational, so is Ra.
REMARK 1.2. If all le S vanish on a subspace W c Rn, then for any
xeRn with [is(x) > 0, we have [is{x) = f*s(x') ^ Mx'/\\x'\\)f where x' is
the projection of x on the orthogonal complement of W. In particular,
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the maximal point a is orthogonal to W.
LEMMA 1.3. Let the notation be as in Lemma 1.1.
(i) Denoting by ( , ) the standard scalar product in Rn, for any
xe Rn such that (x, a) < 0 (resp. ^ 0) we have fis(x) < 0 (resp. ^ 0).
(ii) Let la be the linear form dual to a, i.e., la{x) = <a, x). Let
S, = {I - fis(a)-la\leS}. Then ftSl(x) ^ 0 for Vxe R\
PROOF, (i) We shall show that (x, a) < 0 ==> fis(x) < 0. The second
assertion then follows by continuity. Assume (x, a) < 0 and consider
a + txfor t> 0. We have \\a + tx\\2 = 1 + 2(x, a)t + f\\x\\\ Therefore
for small t, || a + tx || < 1. If fis(x) ^ 0 then l{x) ^ 0 VI e S and we have
l(a + tx) = l{a) + tl{x) ^ l{a) s o t h a t l((a + tx)/\\ a + t x \ \ ) ^ l(a)/\\ a + t x \ \ ^ l{a)
for small t. This would contradict maximality at a. Therefore fts(x) < 0.
(ii) Let x = t-a + y with <a, y) = 0. If S' = {leS\l(a) = fis(a)},
then by Lemma 1.1 (ii) jis, also has a as maximum point. Applying part
(i) of the present lemma to S' we get (1) f*S'(y) ^ 0- Let S[ = {I —
Ma)-la\leS'}. Since S[ a S, we have (2) fiSl(x) £ u8i(x). For JeS' ,
(I - M^)'la)(x) = (I - fis(a)la)(ta + y) = l(y)f so that fa^x) = fts>(y) £ 0
by (1). From (2) we get fiSl(x) ^ 0.
REMARKS 1.4. If X is a 1-PS of G we can associate to it a parabolic
subgroup P(V). Let T be a maximal torus of G containing X. Then
P(X) is generated by T and the root groups Ua corresponding to the
roots a such that a(X) ^ 0 ([9, Ch. 2, § 2, pp. 55-57]). Since P(X) leaves
the filtration of V by the weight spaces of X (see § 1.8 below) invariant,
it has the important property that for any geP(X), fjt(gmf X) = ^(m, X)
([9, Proposition 2.7, p. 57]).
Again the following result is due to Kempf [7].
THEOREM 1.5. Let meM be a nonsemistable point of M. Then
(a) The function X\->v(m, X) = p(m, ^)/||A,|| on the set of all 1-PS's
of G attains a maximum value B.
(b) If T is a maximal torus and XeX^(T) is such that (i) X is
indivisible and (ii) v(m, X) = B then X is the only element of X*(T) satis-
fying (i) and (ii).
(c) There exists a parabolic group P such that if X is an indivisible
1-PS of G with v(m, X) = B then P(X) = P. If v(m, Xf) = B then X and
Xr are conjugate in P.
PROOF, (a) Let T be a maximal torus of G. If X is any 1-PS of G,
the re exists geG such t h a t gXg^e X*(T) and v(m,X) — v(gm, gXg~l).
Therefore max {v(m, X)\Xe X*(G)} = max {v(gm, X)|Xe X*{T), ge G}. For
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a fixed g, the function x \-> v(gm, x) on X*(T)®R depends only on the
state of gm with respect to T. Since there are only finitely many
possible states it follows that as g varies over G we get only finitely
many distinct functions v(gm, x), where g belongs to a finite subset A
of G. Each v(gm} x) is constant on rays and hence attains a maximum
in X*(T)(x)iJ, in fact at a point of X*(T), by Lemma 1.1 (iii). There-
fore maxgeAm2Lx{v(gm, x) \xeX*{T) ®R), is attained at a XoeX*(T) and
goe A. Then clearly v(m, X) ^  v(m, ^ otfo"1) = B for V 1-PS X of G.
(b) Follows immediately from Lemma 1.1 (i), (iii).
(c) By Bruhat Lemma P(\) n P(\) contains a maximal torus T. We
can find j>,e P(\) such that p ^ p ^ e X*(T), i = 1, 2. But v(m, pl^ipi1) =
v(m, \<) = J5 (cf. Remarks 1.4). Therefore by (b) above p^Xp^1 = j ^ p f 1
and (c) follows.
DEFINITION 1.6. Let meM be a nonsemistable point. We call I? =
max {^ (m, X) | X = 1-PS of G} the rate of instability of m. We call any
indivisible 1-PS X with v(m, X) = B an instability 1-PS for m and P(X)
£/*,£ instability flag (or instability parabolic subgroup) of m and denote
it by P(m).
REMARKS 1.7. ( i ) Note that P(m) depends on the scalar product
chosen on X*(T0)§<)R. However there are not too many Weyl group
invariant scalar products on X*(TQ) (g) R.
(ii) It easily follows from Theorem 1.5 that a maximal torus T
contains an instability 1-PS for m (which then is unique) if and only if
T c P(m). In particular, any parabolic group P contains an instability
1-PS for m, since a maximal torus is contained in PflP(w).
(iii) For g e G, P(gm) = gP(m)g~1 and hence P{m) contains the (re-
duced) isotropy at m.
We need a complement to the above theorem, which we state below
as Propositions 1.9 and 1.12. First we set up some notation.
1.8. Let X be an instability 1-PS for me M c P(F), V = H\M, I/)*.
Decompose V for the action of X: V = ©,6z Vif V, = {veV\X(t)-V = tlv
for every tekx}. Let V9 = ©^F*. Since the unipotent radical U of
P(m) = P(X») is generated by the root groups Ua with a(X) > 0 it acts
trivially on the associated graded vector space of the P{m) invariant
flag • • • Vq Z) V9+l • • •. Therefore the reductive group P(m)/U acts natu-
rally on @qezV9/Vq+1.
Let j = fi(m, X) = min {i \ m has a non-zero component in Vt) =
max{q\meV9}. Let m0 be the component of m in Vs. Then m0 =
o X(t) • m (the limit taken in the protective space).
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PROPOSITION 1.9. The instability 1-PS X of m is also an instability
1-PS for m0. Consequently P(m) — P(m0).
PROOF. In view of Remark 1.7 (ii), P(m) contains an instability
1-PS X' for m0. Thus it is enough to prove that if X' is a 1-PS of P(m)
then v(mQ, X') <^  v(m0, X) • • • (*). We can find ape P(m) such that X' and
p~xXp commute. Since P(m) = Z(X)- U, where Z(X) = centraliser of X and
U = unipotent radical of P(m), we can take p — ueU. Then X and
uX'u~l commute and hence are contained in a maximal torus T of P(m).
Since U acts trivially on VjIVj+1 we can write umQ = m0 + m1 with
Therefore the state ST(um0) = ST(mQ)[jST(m1) so that V#e
(1 ) v(^m0, x) ^ v(m0, x) for any xe X*(T)(g) R .
By Lemma 1.1 (ii) we see that restricted to X^T) , X is the insta-
bility 1-PS for m0. Therefore for xe X*(T) (x) R
( 2 ) v(m0, x) ^ v(m0, X) for x e X*(T) (x) iJ .
Now clearly
( 3 ) ^(^o, ^') = v(umQ, uX'u~l) .
Since x = uX'u-'eX+iT) (3), (1) and (2) yield (*).
1.10. We continue with the notation of § 1.8. Let m (= m0) be the
(non-zero) projection of m (as well as m0) in Vj/Vj+1. We would like to
assert that m is semistable for the action of P(m)/U on P(Vj/Vj+1) but
for the offending 1-PS X. However, since the action of X makes m non-
semistable, we have to cancel off its effect by twisting the action of
P(m)/U by a character which restricts to t\-*t~5 on X. We will make
this precise in the following proposition. First we need to make some
remarks about parabolic subgroups and their characters.
REMARKS 1.11. (a) Let P be a parabolic subgroup of the reductive
group G. A character on P is called dominant if it is trivial on ZQ =
the connected component of the centre of G, and is dominant with respect
to a Borel subgroup B contained in P. In other words, if T c 5 is a
maximal torus and aeX*(T) is a positive root with respect to B then
(a, X | T) ^ 0. This notion is independent of the choice of B in P.
(b) Any maximal torus T of a reductive group G contains the con-
nected component Zo of the centre of G. If ae X*(T) then some positive
multiple r. a extends to G if and only if a(X) = 0 V X e l ^ ) 1 c X*(T).
This condition is equivalent dually to a e {Ker: X*(T) -> X * ^ ) } 1 c X*(T)
(cf. [4]).
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(c) Any maximal torus of P/U is the isomorphic image f of a
maximal torus T of P. If P — P(X) for a 1-PS X, then its image X in
P/U is in the centre and hence by (b) some positive multiple r-lx of
lxeX*(T) = X*(T), the dual of X, extends to a character of P/U (and
of P). If XeX*(Zoy c X*(T) then rlx gives a dominant character on P
(for, the roots a such that Ua c P(X,) satisfy a(\) ^ 0). Thus X deter-
mines on P(X) a character X(X) determined up to raising to a positive
power. It is easy to see that, for peP(X), n > 0, P(pXnp~1) = P(X) = P
and the corresponding characters X{pXnp~l) and X(X) on P belong to the
same Q+-ray, i.e., X{pXnp~l)r^ = Z(X)r2 for some rlf r2 > 0.
(d) In particular on P(m) we have a character X(m), determined up
to raising to a positive power, corresponding to any instability 1-PS X
for m, and X(m) is a dominant character when ZQ acts trivially on M
and L (cf. Remark 1.2).
PROPOSITION 1.12. There exist a positive integer r and a character
X on P(m) in the Q+-ray determined by m (cf. Remarks 1.11 (c), (d) above)
such that mQe P(Yj/Vj+1) is semistable for the natural action of P(m)/U
with respect to the linearisation given by the line bundle ^7{r) ® £?z-i
where £?(r) = ® r ^(X) with the natural action of P(m)/U given by its
representation on Vj/Vj+1 and <^ Vi is the trivial line bundle with P(m)/U
acting on it by the character Z"1.
PROOF. We claim that X, or more precisely its image in P(m)/U, is
the unique instability 1-PS for m0 e P(Vj/Vj+1) for the action of P(m)/U
(with respect to the linearisation ^(1)!) To prove this first note that
any maximal torus of P(m)/U is the image f of a maximal torus T of
P(m) containing X. Therefore any 1-PS of P(m)/U is the image I of a
1-PS I of P{m) with l,XeX*(T), T SL maximal torus of P{m). Then
clearly v(m0, I) = v(mOf I). By Lemma 1.1 (ii), v(m0, I) ^ v(m09 X) which
proves the claim.
Let Zx be a character of P{m) in the Q+-cone determined by m
(Remarks 1.11 (c), (d)). Let B = v(m0, X) and * = X,(X) > 0. Then X, = 8-lx,
lx being the dual of X. Let T be any maximal torus of P{m) with X c T.
Let S c X*(T) be the state of m0 corresponding to T. By Lemma 1.3 (ii)
for the state Si = {I - CB/8||X||)-%iUeS} we have fiSl(x) ^ 0, V a e X ^ T ) ®
iJ. Now B/s-\\X\\ = fi(mOyX)/s\\X\\\ The scalar product in X*(T)(g)Q
being rational we have B/s-\\ X\\ e Q. Let r be a positive integer such
that rB/s\\X\\ = qeZ+. We take X = tf^. Then if we take the lineari-
sation given by ^7{r) (x) <^-i the state for m0 with respect to T for this
linearisation becomes S2 = {h + h + • • • + lr — X\lt run through S} (since
corresponds to the r-tuple embedding). Since r-Si = {r-(l —
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(B/s\\X\\)X1)\leS}czS2f we have fi8l(x) £ r - ti8l(x) £ 0 VxeX*(T)®R.
Since T is an arbitrary maximal torus of P(m)/U and the numbers r, q
and X are independent of T we have proved the proposition.
REMARK 1.13. The polarisation ^ ( r ) ® ^ V i corresponds to viewing
the point m0 as its image in Sr(VjIVj+1) (g) ^ - i .
2. Rationality of the Instability Flag. Let K be an arbitrary field,
K8 its separable closure and K its algebraic closure. Let G be a reduc-
tive group over K. Then G has a maximal torus To defined (though not
split) over K ([3, Proposition 7.10, p. 480]). TQ splits over Ka (in fact
over a finite extension of K in K8). The Galois group Gal (KJK) acts
on X*(T0 (8) -K.) (through a finite group). We take for our scalar product
in X*(T0(8) K8) (x) 1? one which is invariant under both the Weyl group
and the Galois group (cf. [7, §4, p. 312]).
Let M be a protective Z-scheme and L an ample line bundle on M.
Let G act irrationally on M, L. Let m be a nonsemistable point of M.
We have seen that m has an instability 1-PS A, and a unique instability
parabolic subgroup P(m) = P(X.) all defined over iT. We wish to investi-
gate when these are defined over K itself.
If P(m) is defined over K8 using (a) the Galois invariance of the
basic scalar product and (b) the uniqueness of P(m) we can conclude
that P(m) is already defined over K, by Galois descent. In particular
if K is perfect then P(m) is always defined over K. This is the theorem
of Kempf ([7]).
We will give a criterion for the rationality of P{m) in terms of the
geometric action of G on M when K is not necessarily perfect.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let xeM(K) be a If-rational point of M. Let
O(x) be the orbit of x taken with its reduced subscheme structure. We
say that G acts separably at x if the orbit map G —• O(x), (g H> gx), is
separable (cf. [3, § 1.14, p. 452]). If G acts separably at every point of
O(x), the closure of O(x) in M, we say that G acts strongly separably
at x.
REMARKS 2.2. If G acts separably at xf then the isotropy H at x
is (absolutely) reduced and the natural map G/H -> O(x) is an isomorphism.
If further x is a irrational point then the latter is a If-isomorphism
([2, Theorem 17.3, p. 75, Proposition 6.7, p. 180]).
THEOREM 2.3. Let m be a K-rational nonsemistable point of M. If
G acts strongly separably at m, then the instability flag P(m) is defined
over K. There is an instability 1-PS for m also defined over K.
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PROOF. By what we have remarked above, it is enough to prove
that P(m) is defined over K8. Further, once we have proved that P{m)
is defined over K, it has a maximal torus T defined over K, which splits
over K8. Hence the instability 1-PS contained in T (Remark 1.7 (ii)) is
defined over K8 and is invariant under Gal (KJK), because of uniqueness.
It follows that it is defined over K.
We can find a geG(K) such that gP(m)g~1 = P is defined over Ks [4].
Let x = g-meM(K). Then clearly P = P{x). We need the following
lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. There is a K8-subscheme M(P) of the K-scheme O(m),
whose K-rational points are precisely those of O(m) which have P{x) as
their instability flag. When the action of G is strongly separable at m,
the scheme M(P) is absolutely reduced.
We will now assume the lemma and complete the proof of the theorem.
Since we have assumed the action at m to be strongly separable,
the i^-scheme M(P) is absolutely reduced. Therefore M(P) has a ir-
rational point y ([2, § 13.3, p. 52]). Again because of the separability of
the action the natural map G/H-+O(m) is a if-isomorphism, where H
is the isotropy at m. The map G{K8) —> (G/H)(K8) is surjective (since
G->G/H is locally trivial for etale topology, [2, pp. 182-183]). There-
fore y, m being rational points of 0{m), we can find heG(Ks) such that
y = hm. Since P(y) — P{%) is defined over K8 and P{m) = hP(y)h~l it
follows that P(m) is defined over K8.
It now remains to prove the lemma.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4. Since P is defined over Ks and G is split over
K8, Phas a maximal torus split over K8 ([4, §4.2, p. 85; Theorem 4.13 (c),
p. 90]). Then the instability 1-PS X of m in this split torus is defined
over K8. We have M c P(F), V = H\M, Lr)* with V a representation
space for G over K. Decompose V for the action of X: V = ©iez Vif
Vt = {veV\X(t)'V = tlv, te Ks*}. Since X is defined over K8 all the sub-
spaces Vt are defined over K8. Let j = inf {i\x has a non-zero component
in Vt) and Vj = © ^ Vt. We define M{P) to be the scheme-theoretic in-
tersection of the i^-subschemes Vj and O(m) of V. Let y be a ^-rational
point of M(P). Since yeVj, we have (1) fi(y, X) ^  j . On the other hand
y e 0(m)(K) = 0(x)(K) so that y has the same rate of instability as x9
which is i/||A.||. Therefore (2) ft(y, X) <; j . Now (1) and (2) show that
X is an instability 1-PS for y as well so that P{y) = P. Conversely for
some y e 0(m)(K) suppose P(y) = P. Then X is an instability 1-PS for y
(for: if y = g-x then P(#) = gPg~l so that P(y) = P gives #e P and hence
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gXg-1 is in P). Therefore ft(y, X) = ft(x, X) = j . Therefore yeVQ\K).
We now proceed to show that M(P) is absolutely reduced when G
acts strongly separably at m. Note that this is a geometric problem
and therefore we can work over K.
Let g>\ G -> O(x) ( = O(m)) be the orbit map, g h-> gx. Let q>-\M{P)) =
N be the pull back. Since P(X) = P(x) leaves both the subschemes O(x)
and Vj invariant it acts on the scheme M(P), and hence on its pull back
N. We claim P(K) acts transitively on N(K). In fact we shall show
that P(K) = N(K) so that NTe* = P. ge N(K) ~gxe M(P)(K) <=> 0 e P(K).
If G acts separably at x, then <p: G -> O(x) (^ G/Mx) is a smooth
morphism. Therefore to show that M(P) is reduced it is enough to show
that so is N.
Because of the homogeneity of N it is enough to show that N is
reduced at the identity of G. For this it is enough to show that the
Zariski tangent space Te(N) to N at identity coincides with the Lie
algebra of P. It is easy to see that Te(N) = {Xe Te(G)\X(x)e V3'}. Let
now XeTe(N). We may write X=^^iQXif XiQ^0, where X, is a
weight vector for X with weight ieZ. Suppose io<O. Then X(x) = (£ Xt)
(x) = Xi0(xQ) mod Vj+i°+1. Since_ X(x) e V*, this implies that XiQ(x0) = 0. But
xoeP(V) is in the closure O(x) = O(m). By assumption G acts separably
at xQ. Therefore XiQ(xQ) = 0 implies that Xio is in the Lie algebra of the
isotropy at xQ. But P is the instability flag for x0 as well (Proposition
1.9) and hence contains the isotropy at x0 (Remarks 1.7 (iii)). Therefore
XiQ is in the Lie algebra of P, i.e., % ;> 0. Contradiction. This proves
Te(N) = Lie algebra of P, and completes the proof of the lemma.
EXAMPLES 2.5. For parabolic subgroup P the action of G on GjP is
strongly separable, as follows from the construction of the quotient G/P
(see [2, Proposition 6.7, p. 180; Theorem 6.8, p. 181]). The following
lemma gives another example.
LEMMA 2.6. Let Char/c = p. Let V be the 2-dimensional space on
which SL (2) acts naturally. Let W be a subspace of Sm(V), the m-th
symmetric power of V. For m ^ p — 1 the stabiliser of W in SL (2) is
reduced. In other words the action of SL (2) on the Grassmannian is
strongly separable.
PROOF. The isotropy group scheme I of W in SL (2) has as its tan-
gent space at identity, Lie/ = {Xe z\(2)\p(X)(W) c W] where si(2) is
the Lie algebra of SL(2) and p is the representation of SL(2) (and of
si (2)) on Sm(V). For any X e L i e l the semisimple part X8 and the nil-
potent part Xn of X also belong to Lie! since p(X8) and p{Xn) can be
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written as polynomials in p(X) without constant term ([2, Proposition
4.2, p. 143]). So it is enough to prove that X8 and Xn are in Lie/red,
for then Lie /red = Lie I which implies I = Ired.
First we assume X is nilpotent. Then the map 11-> 1 + tX is a
homomorphism of Ga, the additive group of k, into SL(2) which has X
as tangent. Therefore to show that XeLieITed it is enough to show
that p(l + tX)(W) c W. But then, for m ^ p — 1, an easy checking
shows that p(l + tX) = exj)(tp(X)), where the latter is a polynomial of
degree m in p(X). Therefore p(l + tX)(W)aW.
Now let us assume X is semisimple and non-zero. Then X is tan-
gential to a maximal torus of SL(2). The eigenvalues of p(X) are m,
m — 2, • • •, —m all taken mod p. Since m <; p — 1 these are distinct as
elements of the field k, for p =£ 2 (if p = 2 then m = 1 and there is
nothing to prove). Therefore the torus corresponding to X also has the
same eigenvectors as X and hence has the same invariant subspaces as
X in Sm(V), namely subspaces spanned by the eigenvectors.
3. Associated Bundles and Semistability. We fix some notation
regarding principal bundles.
If TT: E —> X is a principal bundle on X with structure group G, (or
a G-bundle for short) we recall that G operates on E on the right and %
is G-invariant and isotrivial, i.e., locally trivial in the etale topology
([17]; [6, expose XI, Definition 4.1]).
If F is a quasi protective scheme on which G operates (on the left)
the associated bundle is denoted by E(F). Recall E(F) is the quotient
ofExF under the action of G given by g(e, f) = (e-g, 0T1-/), eeE,
feF, geG ([17]; [6, expose V, §1]).
3.1. Any G-equivariant map F1 —> F2 gives naturally a morphism
E(FX) —> E(F2). A section a: X^> E{F) is given by a morphism d\ E-+F
such that d(e-g) = g~l-o(e): o(x) = (e, d(e)), eeE, geG, xeX.
3.2. If if is a closed subgroup of G (or more generally H-+G a
homomorphism) an if-bundle EH together with an isomorphism of the
associated G-bundle EH(G) (for the action of H on G by left translations)
with E is said to give a reduction of structure group of E to H. Con-
versely E is said to be the G-bundle obtained from EH by extension of
structure group. For HdG the quotient E/H is naturally isomorphic
to the associated bundle E(G/H). Note that E^E/H is an if-bundle
and a section o: X-> E/H gives the il-bundle o*(J3) with a natural iso-
morphism G*(E)(G) = J57. Thus we get a bijective correspondence between
sections of E/H —> X and reductions of structure group of E to J9".
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3.3. Let G act on itself by inner conjugation. Then the associated
bundle E(G) -> X is naturally a group scheme over X (the fibres have
group structure, since the action of G preserves the group structure).
If G acts on G x F by inner conjugation on the first factor and a given
action <p: G x F -^ F on F then <p is G-equivariant and hence (§3.1) the
X-group scheme E(G) acts naturally on the X-scheme E(F).
3.4. Let 6?—>X be a reductive group scheme over X (i.e., every
geometric fibre is reductive). Let Par(6r/X) be the functor, on the
category of X-schemes, which associates to f:S-+Xthe set of subgroup
schemes P-»/*((?) (over S) such that P8 is a parabolic subgroup of
f*(G)a VseS. This functor is representable by an X-scheme Par(6r/X)
smooth and projective over X ([6, expose XXVI, § 3, pp. 443-446]). For
the reductive group scheme E{G) -> X (G is a reductive group Ik) it is
easy to see using the corresponding functors, that Par (E(G)/X) is natu-
rally isomorphic to 2?(Par (G/&)), where G acts on Par(G/&) by inner
conjugation. If P is a parabolic subgroup of G then the map G/P—>
Par(G/&) given by gP\-^gPg~1 is a G-equivariant isomorphism of G/P
onto the connected component ParP(G/&) of Par(G/fc) consisting of para-
bolic subgroups conjugate to P ([6, expose XXVI, Cor. 3.6, p. 446]).
Therefore we have a natural isomorphism E(G/P) ^ E(ParP (G/k)) c
Par (E(G)/X) and hence reductions of structure group to P are in bijec-
tive correspondence with parabolic subgroup schemes of E(G) of type P
(i.e., each geometric fibre is conjugate to P).
From now on in this section we assume that X is an irreducible
nonsingular projective curve over the algebraically closed field k (see
Section 4 for higher dimensional base X). Let K = K{X) be the func-
tion field of X. Let x0 be the generic point of X. We will denote the
generic fibre E(f)Xo by E{F\ or by Fo when E remains fixed. In par-
ticular Go = E(G)0 will be the generic group scheme over K.
3.5. Since Par (E(G)/X) is projective over the curve X any generic
section extends uniquely to the whole of X. Therefore (using 3.4) there
is a natural bijection between reductions of structure group of E to P
and irrational points of ParP (Go/K). The latter is the set of parabolic
subgroups of Go defined over K, and of type P (by the representability
of the functor Par(J0(G)/X)).
3.6. Any reductive group over K = K{X) is quasi-split ([18]) and
hence E(G0) being an inner form and quasi-split is actually split. This
implies E is locally trivial in the Zariski topology. We will not make
use of this fact (which holds only when X is a curve).
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DEFINITION 3.7 (cf. [14], [15]). A G-bundle E -> X is said to be semi-
stable (resp. stable) if for any reduction of structure group to a parabolic
subgroup P, and any dominant character X on P we have deg Lx ^ 0
(resp. degLx < 0) where Lx is the line bundle associated by the charac-
ter X to the reduced P-bundle.
REMARKS 3.8. (i) For definition of dominant see Remark 1.11 (a).
By degL, the degree of the line bundle L on X, we mean the degree of
the divisor of any rational section of L.
(ii) The line bundle on G/P associated to the P-bundle G —> G/P by
a dominant character is the inverse (i.e., dual) of an ample bundle.
Let G act on the protective scheme M linearly with respect to an
ample line bundle L. Then E(L) -> E(M) is a line bundle and the X-
group scheme E{G) acts on the X-schemes E(L) and E(M) compatibly.
If x is any point of the scheme X then E(G)X acts on E(M)X linearly
with respect to the line bundle E(L)X.
DEFINITION 3.9. For a section a: X -> E(M) define deg a to be
deg a*(E(L)).
PROPOSITION 3.10. (i) / / o(xQ) is semistable, then deg a ^ 0.
(ii) If a(x0) is semistable and deg a = 0 then a is actually a section
of E(C) c E(M) where C is a fibre of the quotient map Mss —• M/G, M8S =
open set of semistable points of M.
PROOF. By taking G-equivariant embedding M^>P(V), V=H°(X, Lr)*,
r > 0, we may replace M by P(V).
Any G-invariant se Sm(F*)G gives a section s e H\X, ^(Sm(F*))) (cor-
responding to the constant map E-+ Sm(F*), et->s VeeE, cf. §3.1).
Since E is etale trivial Go x if8, (£, = separable close of K), is iso-
morphic to G x K8 by an isomorphism determined up to inner conjuga-
tion. Over K8, the representation of Go on Vo is equivalent to the
representation of G on V. Therefore the space of invariants Sm(F0*)(?0
comes from Sm(V*)G (see [9, Proposition 1.14 and its proof, pp. 42-43]).
Therefore a(x0) being semistable there is an seSw(F*)G such that
sXQ(e(%o)) ^ 0. The natural map E(V*) -* o*(E(Lr)) (given by the functorial
property of P(V): a point of P(V) is a 1-dimensional quotient of V*)
gives JBro(X, S"(JE?(7*))) -> H\X, o*(SmE{Lr))) and s then maps to a non-
zero element of the latter. Therefore H°(X, o*(E{L))mr) =£ 0 which gives
deg a ^ 0. This proves (i).
Now if further deg a — 0, then a*(E(L))mr must be the trivial bundle
since it has a non-zero section. This means sx(a(x)) is non-zero for every
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xeX. Therefore a is actually a section of E(D(s)) where D(s) is the
affine open subset of P(V) defined by s ^ 0. The G-invariant quotient
map D(s) —> D(s)/G gives
E(D(s)) -£-> E(D(s)/G) = (Z>(«)/G) x X
X
Since JD(s) and Z>(s)/G are affine ([9], [11]) the map X -> D(s)/G given by
p-o1 is a constant. This proves (ii).
REMARK 3.11. From the above proof it follows that for a section
G\ X-+E(M), a(x0) is semistable if and only if a(x) is semistable for all
x in an open set of X. We also have that, a(x0) is nonsemistable if and
only if o(x) is nonsemistable for all x in X.
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let Char & = 0. We keep the notation as in 3.10.
Let G be a section of E(M) such that a(xQ) is semistable and deg a = 0.
Then there is a section o0 of E(Cqs) and an isomorphism o$Lq —> G*Lq,
for some q > 0 where Cqs is the unique quasistable orbit of the fibre C.
Moreover if the bundle E is stable o is already a section of E(Cq8).
PROOF. In Section 1 we outlined Kempf's method of getting an
instability 1-PS for a nonsemistable point m which can be viewed as a
method for finding an 1-PS which takes m to the closed G-invariant set
0 at the fastest rate. In [7] Kempf has done this more generally: we
can find a 1-PS which takes m fastest to a given closed G-invariant
subset S when mgS and SnO(m) =£ 0 . In this case also because of
uniqueness if the base field is perfect such a 1-PS can be chosen to be
rational ([7, Theorem 4.2]).
Now C§8 being the unique minimal dimensional orbit in Co, it is left
invariant by Gal (K/K) and hence is defined over K. If a(x0) e Co* we
have nothing to prove. Suppose a(x0) £ C$*. Then by what we have said
above there is a 1-PS X of Go, defined over K, corresponding to o(x0).
Recall from Proposition 3.10 that C c D(s) with seSm(Y*)G. Let
q = r-m. Let W = H%M, L9)*. Then M c P(W). Let W+ (resp. W°)
be the space generated by the eigenvectors of X with non-negative charac-
ters (resp. trivial character) on Gm. Clearly W+, W° define subbundles
still denoted by W+, W°, of E(W). By construction a(x)eW+ for every
xeX. The projection n: W+ -> W° map a into a non-zero vector and
defines a section a0 of E(Cq8). Moreover TC induces a non-zero map
o$Lq ~^o*Lq. By Proposition 3.10 (i) deg o$Lq ^ 0. But dego*Lq = 0.
Therefore deg<70*L9 = 0 and a£Lq-+G*Lq is an isomorphism.
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To prove the second assertion we suppose a(x0) £ Coq° and E is stable
and arrive at a contradiction. Since ao(xo) e Coq8 the section a0 considered
as a map ao:E->C (cf. § 3.1) actually maps into Cq* = G/I, I the isotropy
at a point of C98. Thus aQ gives a section of E(G/I) and hence a reduc-
tion of structure group of G to I. Since G/I = Cqs is affine / must be
reductive (cf. [11, p. 51] and the references given therein). But in Go
we have (Ej(I))0 = Io c P(X) (by the uniqueness of P(X), cf. Remark 1.7
(iii) and [7]). Therefore we have a reduction of structure group of the
bundle E to the reductive subgroup / contained in a parabolic subgroup
P of G. Since Char k = 0, I c i J = a Levi subgroup of P. When E is stable
this is not possible since R is also contained in an opposite parabolic
group P° of P and there are dominant characters on P and P° which
restrict to inverses of each other on R (cf. [4, § 4.8, p. 88]).
PROPOSITION 3.13. Suppose ZQ = the connected component of the
centre of G acts trivially on M and L. Let E be semistable. If a(x0)
is nonsemistable and has an instability 1-PS defined over K, then
deg a ^ 0.
COROLLARY 3.14. E is semistable *=> for all M, L, a, with Zo acting
trivially on M, L and G (XQ) strongly separable, we have deg a >^ 0.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION. Let X be an instability 1-PS of a(x0) defined
over K. The instability flag P{X) = Po is also defined over K. By the
remarks in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, Po gives a parabolic subgroup scheme
P c E(G) and a reduction of structure group to a parabolic subgroup
PczG with P = EP(P) (where EP is the reduced P-bundle). Recall
M c P(F), V = H\X, Lr)*. Let Voq be the subspace of E(V\ = Vo gener-
ated by the eigenvectors of X with eigenvalue ^qeZ (cf. §1.8). Note
that Voq is defined over K. Let Vq be the subbundle of E(V) whose
generic fibre is Voq. Since Po leaves Voq invariant the group scheme
EP(P) = P leaves the subbundle Vq invariant. Then it is easy to see that
there is a subspace Wq of V left invariant by P such that Vq = EP(Wq) c
E(V) (such a Wq is obtained by identifying a geometric fibre of EP(V)
with V, the identification being well defined up to action by P).
Let [*(o(xQ), X) = j . Then 0"(#o) e Vjf and has a non-zero image in
VilV£+1. Therefore o(x)eVj VxeX and we have a non-zero homomor-
phism o*(E(Lr)*) -+ VjJVj+1. Let V be the line subbundle generated by
the image of this map. Then L'o = Image a(x0) of a(xQ) in Vj/Vj+1. By
Proposition 1.12 (cf. also Remark 1.13) a(x0) is semistable for the action
of PQ/U0 (Uo = Unipotent radical of Po) as a point of P(Sm(VJQ/V{+1) ® ^z-i),
m > 0. Since ^ acts trivially on M, L, 1 is trivial on ZQ and is a
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dominant character on Po (Remark 1.11 (d)). Further since Po x K8 and
P x K8 are conjugate in Go x K8 ^ G x K8 the character X gives a well
defined dominant character on P, again denoted by X. Now Sm(Vi/ Voj+1) 0
&x-\ is the generic fibre of the bundle associated to EP through the
action of P/U on Sm (Wj/Wj+1) (x) 6?X-L Therefore by Proposition 3.10 (i),
applied to the P\ [/-bundle EP(P/U) and the section a given by <T(X0), we
have (1) deg (Z/m (x) L(X)) ^  0, where L(X) is the line bundle associated
to EP through the character X on P. We now use the fact E is semi-
stable to get (2) degL(X) ^ 0. From (1) and (2), degZ/ ^ 0. Since there
is a non-zero homomorphism o*{E(Lr)*) —> V we have dega*(E(Lr)*) ^ 0
which gives deg a ;> 0.
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.14. We have only to note that the action
of G on G/P = ikT is separable and use the above proposition and Propo-
sition 3.10 (i).
DEFINITION 3.15. A reduction of structure group of E-> X to a
parabolic subgroup P is called admissible if for any character X on P
which is trivial on Zo the line bundle associated to the reduced P-bundle
EP has degree zero.
DEFINITION 3.16. A G-bundle E —> X is quasi-stable if it has a reduc-
tion to a Levi-component R of a parabolic subgroup P such that the
reduced j?-bundle ER is stable and the extended P-bundle ER(P) is an
admissible reduction of structure group of G to P.
REMARK 3.17. Let EP be an admissible reduction of structure group
to a parabolic subgroup P. Then E is semistable if and only if the P/U
bundle EP(P/U) is semistable. This follows fairly easily from the rela-
tion between parabolic subgroups of P/U and G ([4, §4.4, p. 86], [15,
§2]).
THEOREM 3.18. Let Char A; = 0. Let H be a reductive group and
p: G —> H a homomorphism which maps the connected component Zo of
the centre of G into that of H. Then if E is a semistable G-bundle
then the extended H-bundle E(H) is semistable. If E is quasi-stable then
so is E(H).
PROOF. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of H. Let M = H/P and
L —> M be the line bundle associated to the inverse of a dominant charac-
ter on P (cf. Remark 3.8 (ii)). Then G acts on M, L through p with
Zo acting trivially. Since Char k = 0 all actions are separable. There-
fore for any section a of E{H)(M) = E(M), deg a ^ 0 by Corollary 3.14.
Thus E(H) is semistable.
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To prove the second assertion, clearly we can assume E is stable.
If E(H) has no admissible reductions at all to any proper parabolic sub-
group of H then E{H) is stable and we have nothing to prove. So
assume E(H) has an admissible reduction to a parabolic subgroup P.
Let a be an admissible reduction to P with dimP being minimal for admis-
sible reduction. This reduction gives a section a of E(H)(M) = E(M)
with dega = 0. By Proposition 3.12 we then have a quasi-stable G-orbit
C98 in M such that aeE(C98). Let I be the isotropy subgroup of G for
a point of C98. Since we are in characteristic zero the natural bijective
morphism G/I —> C98 is an isomorphism and a e E(G/I) gives a reduction
of structure group of E to I. Thus we get a further reduction of
structure group of the reduced P-bundle E(H)P to the subgroup
p(I)aP. Now C98 being affine I is reductive ([11, p. 51]). Therefore
p(I) is reductive. Again since Charfc = 0, p(I)aR = a Levi subgroup
of P. Therefore E(H) admits an admissible reduction of structure group
to R, with reduced i2-bundle E(H)R. Since any proper parabolic subgroup
of R is the intersection with R of a proper parabolic subgroup of G
contained in P ([4, Proposition 4.4, p. 86]), it follows easily that an ad-
missible reduction of E(EL)B would give an admissible reduction of struc-
ture group of E(H) to a proper subgroup of P. This contradicts the
minimality of the reduction to P. Therefore E(H)R is a stable i2-bundle
proving E{H) is quasi-stable.
THEOREM 3.19. Let Char A; = 0. Let E be a stable G-bundle. Then
E has a unique minimal reduction to a (not necessarily connected) reduc-
tive subgroup. This reduction is minimal in the sense that it does not
admit a further reduction of structure group to a (not necessarily con-
nected) reductive subgroup.
PROOF. Clearly we can find some minimal reduction to a reductive
subgroup. We only have to prove the uniqueness.
LEMMA 3.20. Let H be a (not necessarily connected) reductive sub-
group of G. Then there is a representation p: G —> GL (V) and a quasi-
stable point (for the action of G on V) me P(V) such that the isotropy
subgroup of G at m, as well as at any point meV which projects to
m, is H.
PROOF OF LEMMA. Follows easily from ([2, Chapter II, §§5.1, 5.5]).
Now from the above lemma and Proposition 3.12 it follows easily
that reductions to (not necessarily connected) reductive subgroups are
equivalent to sections a of E(M) with degcr = 0 and a(x0) semistable.
Thus now let ax and a2 be sections of E(M1) and E(M2) giving two mini-
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mal reductions to reductive subgroups JBfi and H2, with deg oi = 0 and
0t(xo) semistable. Then ax x a2 is a section of E(M1xM2) with the same
properties and gives further reduction to both ax and a2 to a smaller
reductive group. This proves uniqueness.
For Char & = p (> 0) we have the following results 3.21 and 3.23.
THEOREM 3.21. Let Char A; = p. Let E be a semistable SL (2)-bundle.
Let V be the 2-dimensional space on which SL(2) acts naturally. For
m ^ p — 1, the associated bundle E(Sm(V)) is semistable.
PROOF. The proof is the same as the first part of the proof of
Theorem 3.18 where for the separability of the action we have to use
Lemma 2.6 instead of characteristic 0.
Before stating the next result we have to recall a few facts about
the Frobenius map.
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and n > 0 an integer. Let
(p: X—> Spec A; be a scheme over k. The pn-th power map d?x —• d?x given
by f-^fpn is a homomorphism and gives rise to a morphism FX:X^X
called the (absolute) Frobenius. Since q>Fx — Fk<p, we have a commuta-
tive diagram
Spec k — >^ Spec k
If fe is a perfect field, Fk and A are isomorphisms.
If Fq c & is the finite field with q = pn elements then Fk is identity
on SpecFg. Suppose X-* SpecFg is an Fg-scheme and X = X xFg Specfc.
Then F*(X) is naturally isomorphic to X In this case the morphisms
A and gf in (4) give morphisms X—>X = F*(X) called respectively the
arithmetic Frobenius and the geometric Frobenius (with reference to
the F rstructure X).
Let T:: E -> X be a G-bundle. Pulling back by the Frobenius we get
a G-bundle F*(E) ->XF on XF; (where we take the /c-structure on F$(E)
to be the one defined by the composite F$(E) —> XF-^ Specfc). If k
is a perfect field we can change the ^-structure of F*(E), XF and G by
composing their structure morphisms with Fk1: Spec k -> Spec k to get a
bundle F*(E)->X with structure group JP*(G) (in (4) replacing X by G
we see that A gives a ^-isomorphism of F*(G) with G, the latter having
the fc-structure changed by Fk1).
REMARK 3.22. It can be easily checked that this F?(G) bundle is
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the same as the bundle obtained from E by the extension of structure
group g:G-*Fk*(G).
Now let a group scheme G -> SpecFq over Fq such that G = GxF
Spec k be given. Then F?(G) ^  G. So the F,*(G)-bundle F}{E) -+ X gives
a G-bundle called the Frobenius twist of E (with reference to the Fq-
structure on G).
If we take a different /^-structure Gf for G then the isomorphism
of Ff(G) with G given by G' obviously differs from that given by G by
an automorphism of G. Therefore the Frobenius twist of E with refer-
ence to Gr is obtained from that with reference to G by an extension
of structure group through an automorphism G-+G. It follows easily
from the definition that if a G-bundle is semistable then the G-bundle
obtained from it by extension of structure group through an automor-
phism is also semistable. Therefore the notion of Frobenius twist of E
being semistable is independent of the Fg-structure chosen for G. If G
is a reductive group over k = k, then G has a Z-structure and hence an
Fg-structure. It is easy to see that if F${E) is semistable then E is
semistable.
THEOREM 3.23. Let Char & = p. Let E-^Xbe a semistable G-bundle
such that the Frobenius twists (FS)*(E) are semistable for all m ^ 0.
Then for any homomorphism p:G —• H, H reductive and p maps the
connected component of the centre of G into that of H, the H-bundle E(H)
is semistable.
PROOF. Let M = HjP', P' a parabolic subgroup of H, and L the line
bundle on M associated to the inverse of a dominant character on P'.
Let a be a section of E(M). We have only to show that dega ^ 0.
If a(x0) is semistable then by Proposition 3.10 (i), we are through.
Assume a(x0) is nonsemistable. Then we can find an instability 1-PS X
of 0(xo) defined over Kp~n = {xe K\xp7le K) for some n ^ 0 (cf. begining
of §2).
Pulling back by the Frobenius Fx we have that the action of the
generic fibre F$E(G)0 = F2(E(G)0) on F$E{M\ = F}(E(M)0) is the base
change by the Frobenius FK of the action of E(G\ on E(M)0. The
Frobenius FK factors through an isomorphism:
Spec K-^ Spec K
\ I
Spec K p~n
where Spec Kp'n —> Spec K is given by the inclusion K c Kp~n.
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Therefore for the action of F£(E(G)0), (F*a)(xQ) has an instability
1-PSF|(V) which is defined over K. Therefore F*(E) being semistable
we can now apply Proposition 3.13 to get that degF*o }> 0. Now
(F$o)*(F$E(L)) = F$(a)*(E(L))) = (a*(E(L)))pn (noting that for a line
bundle L, F$(L) = Lpn). Therefore deg<7 = (l/pn)degF*a ^ 0.
4. Some Examples and Remarks.
4.1. If V is a vector bundle then SP(V) contains F*(V) and hence
for a semistable V, we cannot expect SP(V) to be semistable in general
even if rkV = 2. In fact, more generally, for j ;> p, Sj(V) is not semi-
stable if F*(V) is not. For, Sj(V) has a subbundle of the form p*(V)
where p is the irreducible representation with highest weight j*X, X
being the highest weight of the natural representation. It is enough
to show that p*(V) is not semistable if j >^ p. From the tensor product
theorem of Steinberg, we conclude that p*(V) = p'*(V) (x) P*(F*V) where
pf, p" are irreducible representations. Since F*(V) is not semistable by
assumption, neither can p*(V) be.
4.2. Theorem 3.21 does not hold for SL (w)-bundles for n^Z. In
fact if E is a semistable SL(2)-bundle then V = Sn'\E) be an SL(n)-
bundle which is semistable if n ^ p by Theorem 3.21. However if
j(n — 1) ^ p and F*(E) is not semistable then Sj(V) is not semistable
since S3\V) has Si(n"1}(JEr) as a quotient which is not semistable by 4.1.
4.3. In view of Remark 3.22 the assumption that the Frobenius
twists are semistable in Theorem 3.23 is necessary. Moreover it can be
proved that there exist bundles of which all Frobenius twists are semi-
stable. For example this follows from the theorem of Nori ([12, Propo-
sition 3.4, p. 36]) to the effect that a bundle E satisfying an algebraic
relation of the form Xi ntE%i ** 2 m>iE%i (nif mt ^ 0) is semistable.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X be a nonsingular projective curve of genus
g ^ 2 over a field of characteristic p > 0. For every semistable subsheaf
V of F*£?x with fi(V) > 0, we have F*V is nonsemistable.
PROOF. In fact, by the projection formula, for any two locally free
sheaves Vlf V2 we have F*(F*V1®V2) ^V^F+Vt and hence H\X,
ILom(F*VuVi))=zH\X9H.om(VlfF*V2)). In particular, the inclusion
V -> F+d?z gives a nonzero map F*V —• d?x and since fi(F*V) = p-f*(V) >
0, this implies that F*V is not semistable.
REMARK 4.5. For any coherent sheaf ^ 7 we have H\X, F*^~) &
H%X, J^~). Hence %{F*£?X) = X(^x) and using Riemann-Roch, we see
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that deg F+&x = (p — l)(ff — 1) > 0. Therefore there do exist semistable
subbundles of F*(9X with positive pt. In any case, it seems probable
that F^x is itself semistable. In this connection we note that Raynaud
[20, Theorem 4.1.1] has shown that the cokernel of the inclusion &x —>
F*&x is semistable.
For higher dimensional projective nonsingular X we make the fol-
lowing definitions.
DEFINITION 4.6. A rational G-bundle on X is a G-bundle on an open
subscheme U of X with codim (X - Z7) :> 2.
Let if be a given ample line bundle on X. Let dim X = n. We define
degL (with respect to H) to be the intersection number c1(L)-c1(£T)w""1,
where cx denotes the first Chern class.
If L is a line bundle on an open subscheme of X with codim (X —
U) ^ 2, then L extends uniquely to a line bundle on X and hence deg L
makes sense.
DEFINITION 4.7. A rational G-bundle E->UaX, with U open and
codim (X — U) ^ 2, is said to be stable (resp. semistable) with respect to
the polarisation H if for any reduction to a parabolic subgroup P of E
over any open subset U' c U, codim (X — 17') ^ 2, the line bundle as-
sociated to any dominant character on P has degree < 0 (resp. ^ 0).
If V is a torsion free sheaf on X then for some open set U c X,
codim (X— U) ^ 2, F|C7 is a vector bundle. Then the above definition
of stability and semistability of the GL (r)-bundle corresponding to V | U
is equivalent to the usual definition of stability and semistability (see
[8]).
Using the notation of Sections 3.4, and 3.5, any generic section of
F2LY(E(G)IU)) extends to an open subset XT'aU with codim(X - U') ^ 2
(by the valuative criterion for properness). Therefore we again have a
1-1 correspondence between reduction of structure group to P over open
subschemes of codim ^ 2 and the jBC(X)-rational points of PsirP(G0/K(X)).
Then it is easy to check that the proofs of Theorems 3.18 and 3.23 go
through for X of arbitrary dimension. Therefore Theorems 3.18 and
3.23 hold for rational G-bundles over X.
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